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Abstract 21 

  22 

Addressing biocomplexity in fisheries management is a challenge requiring an ability to 23 

differentiate between distinct populations contributing to fisheries. We produced 24 

extensive genetic baseline data involving 36 sampling locations and 33 microsatellite 25 

markers, which allowed characterization of the genetic structure and diversity in a large 26 

Atlantic salmon population complex of the River Teno system, northernmost Europe. 27 

Altogether, we identified 28 hierarchically structured and genetically distinct population 28 

segments (Global FST = 0.065) corresponding exceptionally well with their geographical 29 

locations. An assessment of factors affecting the stock identification accuracy indicated 30 

that the identification success is largely defined by the interaction of genetic divergence 31 

and the baseline sample sizes. The choice between the two statistical methods tested for 32 

performance in genetic stock identification, ONCOR and cBAYES, was not critical, albeit 33 

the latter demonstrated slightly higher identification accuracy and lower sensitivity to 34 

population composition of the mixture sample. The strong genetic structuring among 35 

populations together with a powerful marker system allowed for accurate stock 36 

identification of individuals and enabled assessment of stock compositions contributing to 37 

mixed-stock fisheries.   38 

  39 
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Introduction 40 

 41 

Species diversity support community stability and productivity (e.g. Tilman et al. 1996) as 42 

well as ecosystem functioning and services (Gamfeldt et al. 2008; Isbell et al. 2011), while 43 

intraspecific phenotypic and genotypic diversity play an important role in population 44 

persistence and dynamics (Agashe 2009; Bolnick et al. 2011). Bio-complexity in fish 45 

populations - in the form of population diversity, life-history variation and genetic 46 

structures - is important for sustainable fisheries (Hilborn et al. 2003; Hutchinson 2008). 47 

Population diversity provides resilience to disturbances (e.g. exploitation), which 48 

contribute to long-term sustainability, and diverse systems provide more temporally 49 

stable ecosystem services; a phenomenon referred to as the ‘portfolio effect’ (Schindler et 50 

al. 2010). Strong or selective harvesting can negatively affect abundance and diversity (e.g. 51 

Youngson et al. 2003), and require reductions in harvest to protect less abundant stocks. 52 

This can be at odds with socio-economic factors that might point towards continued 53 

harvest, to provide food, income and other social goods. Managers balancing this trade-off 54 

between harvesting and conservation needs face a particularly challenging quest when the 55 

exploitation targets a multitude of species or populations. 56 

In mixed-stock fisheries, stocks at poor status might be targeted to an unknown extent, 57 

threatening small and vulnerable populations (Nehlsen et al. 1991; ICES 2015). In the 58 

absence of detailed stock-specific knowledge, the precautionary approach would be a 59 

substantial reduction or closure of the mixed-stock fishery fishery. Thus, managers need 60 
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tools that enable stock-specific estimates of exploitation to enable a stock-specific 61 

management of mixed-stock fisheries, tailored towards safeguarding vulnerable 62 

populations whilst allowing the continued harvest of healthy stocks (Crozier et al. 2004).  63 

Molecular genetic techniques and the application of genetic markers have not only 64 

revolutionized our understanding of population diversity, but genetic aspects have 65 

become an integral part of fishery and wildlife management (Mills 2012; Allendorf et al. 66 

2013). Genetic monitoring of the population composition of mixed stock catches provide a 67 

way to ensure a stock-specific management of the mixed stock fisheries, including the 68 

knowledge needed to establish targeted stock-specific regulatory measures tailored 69 

towards safeguarding vulnerable populations. With the advent of powerful genetic 70 

markers, reduced costs of analysing large numbers of samples accompanied with the 71 

development of tailored statistical methods, genetic stock identification (GSI) is now one 72 

of the most successful biological tools available for effective monitoring and stock-specific 73 

management actions (e.g. Beacham et al. 2008; Ensing et al. 2013). 74 

Anadromous fish populations undertake feeding migrations between fresh water and 75 

open ocean areas and return to spawn in their natal rivers after sexual maturation. 76 

Accurate homing to natal rivers (e.g. Quinn 1993) provides the potential for genetic 77 

population structuring between and even within river systems (Vähä et al. 2007; Hess et al. 78 

2014). At sea, anadromous fish populations may mix and harvesting during the migratory 79 

stage targets multiple populations resulting in a mixed-stock fishery.  GSI has been used to 80 

manage Pacific salmon (Oncorhynchus spp.) fisheries for three decades (Milner et al. 1985). 81 
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Ecological applications of GSI on Pacific salmon species cover a variety of spatial and 82 

temporal scales from ocean distribution of juveniles and adults (e.g. Beacham et al. 2006; 83 

Habicht et al. 2010) to in-river investigations of population of origin among migrating 84 

individuals (e.g. Beacham et al. 2008; Hess et al. 2014). GSI is a routine tool for monitoring 85 

mixed-stock fisheries of Pacific salmon, providing real-time information on catch stock 86 

composition to managers and fishermen (e.g. http://pacificfishtrax.org). 87 

In contrast, GSI has less been used in management of Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar) mixed-88 

stock fisheries. There are only some marine examples, e.g. genetic mixed-stock analyses 89 

resolving stock group proportions in the Baltic sea (Koljonen 2006), contributions of North 90 

American Atlantic salmon stocks to the West-Greenland salmon fishery (Gauthier-Ouellet 91 

et al. 2009), and some coastal studies demonstrating the potential for such approach, e.g. 92 

from England (Gilbey et al. 2012), Ireland (Ensing et al. 2013), Canada (Bradbury et al. 93 

2015), St. Pierre & Miguelon of France (Bradbury et al. 2016), and the Barents Sea coast in 94 

Norway and Russia (Vähä et al. 2014). Freshwater examples include lake-run brown trout 95 

(Salmo trutta; Swatdipong et al. 2013), lake trout (Salvelinus namaycush; Northrup et al. 96 

2010) and broad whitefish (Coregonus nasus ; Harris and Taylor 2010). However, genetic 97 

mixed-stock analyses of Atlantic salmon fisheries in large rivers have so far received little 98 

or no attention (Vähä et al. 2011). 99 

The River Teno (Tana in Norwegian) in the northernmost Europe is one of the few 100 

remaining large river systems that still support multiple and abundant wild Atlantic 101 

salmon populations (Niemelä et al. 2006; Vähä et al. 2007). Genetic studies have revealed a 102 
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structured population complex consisting of a number of demographically independent, 103 

genetically distinct and temporally stable population segments (Vähä et al. 2007; 2008). 104 

Genetic assessment of systematically collected salmon scale samples from the mixed-stock 105 

fishery of the Teno main stem can provide a fine-resolution estimation of the origin of the 106 

captured salmon (Vähä et al. 2011).  In the present study we set out to 1) complement the 107 

baseline data on salmon population structure of the Teno complex, 2) assess factors 108 

affecting the GSI success, and 3) investigate the feasibility of using GSI to monitor the 109 

harvest of multiple salmon populations in the mixed-stock fishery of the River Teno main 110 

stem. 111 

 112 

Material and methods 113 

 114 

Baseline data 115 

The examined genetic baseline consisted of 1) previously described baseline data from 12 116 

tributaries (n=1076; Vähä et al. 2007; 2008; 2011), which all were supplemented by 2) a new 117 

collection of samples (n=866), 3) samples from 15 previously unsampled tributaries 118 

(n=770), and 4) samples from eight different parts of the Teno main stem (n=611; TMS TB, 119 

AK, PI, SI, GJ, KO, YK, OUT) and from the Inarijoki (n=71) (Figure 1). The old baseline 120 

data were collected by sampling adult salmon catches (Vähä et al. 2007) while the new 121 

data consisted of juvenile samples.  122 
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 Juvenile salmon were electrofished and sampled for adipose fin tissue. Only one 123 

individual of both major juvenile salmon age groups (age-0, age-1) were sampled at one 124 

site, and the next pair of fish were sampled 50-100 m apart, depending on the area, in 125 

order to minimize the probability of sampling siblings. License for sample collection was 126 

issued by the County Governor of Finnmark, Norway, and the Center for Economic 127 

Development, Transport and the Environment in Finland. Individual tissue samples were 128 

stored in 96% ethanol. In total, the updated baseline data consisted of 3323 salmon from 36 129 

sites within the Teno river system (Figure 1, Table S11). Due to the temporal stability of the 130 

genetic structure within the Teno system (Vähä et al. 2008), temporally replicated samples 131 

were pooled for each site.  132 

 133 

1
Supplementary data are available through the journal Web site at xxx 134 

 135 

Test samples 136 

In order to test the performance of the new baseline, we used test samples of known 137 

origin. Two sets of test samples were used: 1) late season samples of adult salmon from 138 

five areas of the main stem (TS1-5, Figure 1), and 2) juvenile samples collected from 139 

spawning grounds at the lowermost part of the River Utsjoki, a major tributary of the Teno 140 

(TS6, Figure 1). The first set comprised samples from the old baseline data (Vähä et al. 141 

2007) which were not included in the current baseline. While these individuals were 142 

sampled in late August after migration period and assumed to originate from that area, 143 
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the samples may include transient fish from nearby populations (Vähä et al. 2007; Erkinaro 144 

et al. 2010). 145 

 146 

Microsatellite analysis 147 

Total genomic DNA was extracted from scale or fin tissue as previously described (Vähä 148 

et al. 2007). In the present study, we used genotypes of 33 microsatellite markers, of which 149 

32 were described in detail in Vähä et al. (2007; 2011). In addition, locus Sssp3016 150 

(Paterson et al. 2004) was added to marker panel. Primer sequences for amplifying 151 

alternative MHCI locus amplicons (Grimholt et al. 2002) were F: 152 

GAAGGTGCTGAAGAGGAACGTC and R: GTTTCAATTACCACAAGCCCGCTC. 153 

All microsatellite loci were amplified by multiplex PCR slightly modified from Vähä et al. 154 

(2011) and details are available from the authors upon request. Varying volumes of the 155 

PCR amplified products were pooled and electrophoresis was then performed on ABI 156 

3130xl (Applied Biosystems). Electropherograms were inspected and allele scoring 157 

performed with GeneMapper V4.0 (Applied Biosystems) followed by manual corrections. 158 

Electropherograms and allele scores were reviewed by two persons independently.  159 

 160 

Microsatellite variability 161 

All 33 microsatellite loci examined were polymorphic in all 36 baseline samples displaying 162 

527 alleles in total (4 - 33 / locus). Tests of conformance to Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium 163 

expectations over all samples indicated that loci MHC I (p<0.001) and Sssp2201 (p<0.01) 164 
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departed significantly from expectation. In locus MHC I, the departure from HWE was 165 

caused by the presence of a null allele: when a subset of individuals (n = 2064) from all 166 

baseline samples was amplified with an alternative set of primers, null allele was detected 167 

with a frequency varying from 0.01 to 0.12 in 14 of the samples. An excess of homozygotes 168 

in locus Sssp2201 may arise from large allele dropouts since the locus is highly variable (33 169 

alleles) with long amplicons (243bp-387bp).  170 

Over all loci, excluding MHC I and SSsp2201, only the Anárjohka sample deviated 171 

significantly from conformity to HW proportions expressing an excess of homozygotes 172 

(Bonferroni correction applied; α = 0.05). Deficiency of heterozygotes was most likely due 173 

to allelic dropouts stemming from low quality DNA extracts (inferred from peak intensity 174 

of electropherograms) from archived juvenile scales collected in 1996.  175 

Regardless, all loci and samples were retained in the baseline as several previous studies 176 

have indicated that inclusion of additional marker data despite aberrations add to the 177 

accuracy of genetic stock identification (Beacham et al. 2006; Carlsson 2008; Griffiths et al. 178 

2010). 179 

 180 

Statistical analysis 181 

Genetic differentiation between samples and deviations from Hardy–Weinberg 182 

equilibrium (HWE) within and across loci for each locality and globally were tested using 183 

F-statistics of Weir and Cockerham (1984) with significance levels calculated with a 184 

randomization procedure (3300 permutations) as implemented in FSTAT v2.9.3 (Goudet 185 
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2001). FreeNA (Chapuis and Estoup 2007) was used to assess the presence of null alleles 186 

and their effect on the global and pairwise FST estimates as well as on the tree topology.  187 

Genetic relationships among samples were estimated as Cavalli-Sforza and Edward’s Dc 188 

(1967) genetic distance using PowerMarker v3.25 (Liu and Muse 2005) and the genetic 189 

relationships were visualized by the neighbor-joining method (Saitou and Nei 1987) in 190 

SplitsTree4 v4.11.3 (Huson and Bryant 2006). Robustness of clustering was evaluated by 191 

calculating split support values by bootstrapping 10,000 times over loci using PHYLIP 192 

(Felsenstein 2005).  193 

The Bayesian clustering approach of STRUCTURE v2.3.2. (Pritchard et al. 2000) with the 194 

correlated allele frequency model (Falush et al. 2003) was used to create plots of ancestry 195 

(i.e., admixture coefficients (Q)) for evaluating genetic clustering of individuals (Figure 196 

S11). Pairwise and global FST values as well as the variance components among groups of 197 

populations were calculated using ARLEQUIN v3.5.1 (Excoffier et al. 2005). Population-198 

specific FST values were calculated using GESTE v2.0 (Foll and Gaggiotti 2006). 199 

For testing isolation-by-distance patterns, Mantel tests were performed using PASSaGE 2 200 

(Rosenberg and Anderson 2011). Geographical distances (km) between sampling localities 201 

were plotted against the estimates of FST / (1 − FST) (Rousset 1997) and the significance was 202 

tested through a randomization with 10,000 permutations of the data.  203 

The effects of genetic divergence and sample size of the baseline population on GSI 204 

success were analyzed using generalized linear mixed models (GLMM). Identification 205 

events per trials from analyses of known-origin mixtures constructed by resampling 206 
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individuals (see below) were used as the response variable, whereas population-specific 207 

FST and baseline sample size were set as fixed effects and treated as continuous variables. 208 

Analyses were performed using the GLIMMIX procedure of SAS v9.3 (SAS Institute Inc.) 209 

with a logit link function and a binomial error term. 210 

 211 

1
Supplementary data are available through the journal Web site at xxx 212 

 213 

GSI methods 214 

GSI performance was tested using ONCOR (Kalinowski et al. 2007) and cBAYES (Neaves 215 

et al. 2005).  ONCOR implements the method of Rannala and Mountain (1997) which uses 216 

an equal probability Dirichlet density as the prior for the allele frequencies at a locus 217 

assigning a frequency of 1/(n+1) to an allele not found in a population. The prior densities 218 

updated with the observed baseline data give the posterior probability densities of allele 219 

frequencies.  220 

cBAYES (Neaves et al. 2005) implements the Bayesian method of Pella and Masuda (2001). 221 

The prior distribution of alleles at a locus follows the mean of the allele frequencies over 222 

all stocks and posterior distributions of the baseline allele frequencies are the product of 223 

priors and the observed allele frequencies. Shrinking the observed values toward central 224 

values takes advantage of the genetic similarity of populations and is thought to minimize 225 

estimation error in allele frequencies. Further, the allele frequencies of mixture individuals 226 
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assigned to a baseline population, at each MCMC step, are used to update the baseline 227 

allele frequencies. 228 

All analyses with cBAYES were performed using eight independent chains of 100K 229 

iterations starting from four random stocks. The number of replications was increased if 230 

diagnostics indicated convergence issues (shrink factor by population >1.2).  231 

 232 

Power analysis 233 

The discriminatory power of the baseline for stock identification was first evaluated 234 

through simulation procedures implemented in the program ONCOR, which has been 235 

shown to produce essentially unbiased estimates of GSI accuracy (Anderson et al. 2008).  236 

A second power test analyzed known-origin mixtures constructed by resampling 237 

individuals without replacement from each of the baseline samples. Our purpose was to 238 

compare the performance of the GSI methods when the data included missing genotypes 239 

and potential genotyping errors, typical to microsatellite data. Each mixture sample (12 in 240 

total) was composed of ~10% randomly chosen individuals from each baseline sample 241 

(n=3816) and was analyzed against remaining baseline samples.  242 

Both methods above use the estimated stock composition of the mixture sample, which 243 

might cause bias. Resampled baseline test individuals were therefore analyzed jointly with 244 

varying combinations of test samples (as described above) to assess the sensitivity of the 245 

power estimates to mixture sample composition. In order to evaluate the effect of mixture 246 
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sample composition while retaining full baseline data, mixture samples with varying 247 

combinations of test samples were constructed, analyzed and their effect on individual 248 

assignment patterns assessed. 249 

Throughout the paper, the proportion of correctly identified individuals is referred to as 250 

the correct identification rate, applicable only for samples with known origin. The 251 

proportion of correctly identified individuals of all individuals assigned to a specific 252 

baseline population is referred to as the correct assignment rate. Efficiency was defined as 253 

the proportion of individuals in a group that were correctly identified and accuracy as the 254 

proportion of an identified group that truly belongs to that category (see Vähä and 255 

Primmer 2006 for details). 256 

 257 

Results 258 

Genetic structure of Teno salmon 259 

Overall, genetic structuring within the Teno salmon population complex was strong and 260 

highly significant (Global FST = 0.065, p<0.001). All pairwise comparisons of genetic 261 

differentiation were statistically highly significant (p<0.001) apart from those among five 262 

Teno main stem samples (AK, PI, SI, GJ and KO) and between Teno main stem YK and GJ 263 

(Figure 1; FST =0.002, p=0.024; Bonferroni adjusted p-value for α = 0.05 was 0.022 across 630 264 

correlated tests, Pearson’s r =0.87). Estimates of genetic differentiation were affected by 265 

null alleles (mean d = 0.0007, paired t-test t = 21.9, d.f. 629, p<0.001), but this did not have a 266 

significant effect on the overall pattern (Pearson’s r=0.999, p<0.001) or the overall level of 267 
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differentiation (mean pairwise FST 0.058 vs. 0.057 for null allele corrected FST; t=0.32, 268 

p=0.75).  269 

Neighbor joining analysis based on genetic distance with and without null-allele 270 

correction (Cavalli-Sforza and Edwards 1967) provided the same tree topology (Figure 2). 271 

In general, patterns of genetic relationships among samples corresponded well with their 272 

geographical locations. There was a clear distinction between the Teno main stem and the 273 

headwater river systems, as well as between groups of tributaries draining to lower and 274 

upper parts of the main stem. Analysis of molecular variance (AMOVA), made in 275 

accordance with these geographical groupings apportioned 1.2% of the total genetic 276 

variation among groups and 5.6% between populations within groups. Variation among 277 

populations was highest in the ‘lower tributaries’ -group (10%) and lowest in the ‘main 278 

stem’ -group (0.64%, Table 1).  279 

Closer inspection of the genetic structuring revealed less distinct patterns within the 280 

Inarijoki headwater group and Teno river main stem. In addition to very low levels of 281 

genetic differentiation between Iškorasjohka and Goššjohka (FST 0.008) as well as between 282 

Vuomajoki and Inarijoki (FST 0.008) within the Inarijoki basin, genetic clustering of 283 

individuals with the program STRUCTURE suggested no significant divergence between 284 

these samples (results not shown in detail). Similarly, in the Teno main stem, model-based 285 

clustering of individuals without sample location information did not support explicit 286 

population boundaries. However, despite low levels of genetic structure, a signal of 287 

isolation by distance was observed from Tana Bru to Outakoski (Mantel’s rxy = 0.638, 288 
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p=0.010) as well as from Teno main stem AK to YK (Mantel’s rxy = 0.58, p=0.026, see Figure 289 

1 for sample locations). 290 

The observed strong clustering of geographically close populations and the configuration 291 

of regional groups of populations allowed their proper use as reporting groups in the 292 

mixed-stock analyses. For subsequent power analyses, baseline samples from Teno main 293 

stem AK, PI, SI, GJ and KO were pooled and referred to as the Teno main stem lower. This 294 

pooled area alongside with the Teno main stem at TB, YK and OUT, and all the tributary 295 

samples were tested separately for the power of resolution.  296 

 297 

Power analyses 298 

An analysis of simulated single-stock mixture samples provided the first reference point 299 

for evaluating the resolving power of the baseline data. Across 32 baseline samples, 300 

average identification rate was 91% (±12%) with 18 sites showing >95% identification 301 

accuracy, implying a high resolution GSI power within the Teno river system (Table 1). 302 

Analyzing simulated mixtures with equal proportions from all 32 baseline samples 303 

provided a pattern similar to 100% simulations (Pearson’s r=0.975 p<0.001, Figure 3). 304 

Despite a lower identification rate (82% ± 19%) compared to single stock simulations, 15 305 

baseline samples showed >95% correct identification rates. The correct assignment rate 306 

was slightly higher (85% ± 19%) and higher than 95% for 16 sites. 307 
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ONCOR and cBAYES performed equally well in identifying the stock of origin for 308 

individuals in mixtures constructed by resampling (83.9% and 84.8%, respectively). The 309 

average site-specific identification rates (ONCOR: 77% ± 20% and cBAYES: 79% ± 21%) 310 

and the correct assignment rates (ONCOR: 84% ± 18% and cBAYES: 83% ± 18%) were 311 

slightly lower than results from simulated mixtures (Figure 3). 312 

An assessment of factors affecting stock identification accuracy of the two methods 313 

indicated that the success rate is defined by the interaction of genetic divergence and 314 

baseline sample size (Figure 4; Table S21). The effect of baseline sample size is large when 315 

the population divergence is low (FST < 0.05), while increasing sample size beyond 150 316 

benefits only very little with highly diverged populations (FST > 0.07). The models predict 317 

cBAYES to require smaller sample size than ONCOR at any population divergence level 318 

for the same identification success. 319 

There was a clear tendency for misassignments to occur between nearby tributaries or 320 

locations; as a corollary, higher stock identification success to regions or groups of nearby 321 

rivers was achieved (Table 1). For example, in equal proportion simulations 74% of the 322 

incorrectly identified TMS YK individuals were assigned to TMS lower, 13% to TMS OUT 323 

and 3% to TMS TB. Thus, despite low (36%) identification success to exact site of origin, 324 

95% of TMS YK individuals were successfully identified to originate from the Teno main 325 

stem.  326 

While estimated contributions to mixtures were relatively accurate (±10%) for the majority 327 

of sites, the tendency of some stocks to receive largest proportions of the misidentified 328 
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samples implied potential for biased estimates (Table 1). For example, in the equal 329 

proportion mixtures, the contribution of TMS lower was overestimated by a factor of 2.1 330 

and Inarijoki main stem by 1.4. Again, since misassignments occurred largely within 331 

regions, significantly more accurate estimates were obtained at the regional level (1.12 and 332 

0.95 for the Teno main stem and the Inarijoki region, respectively).  333 

1
Supplementary data are available through the journal Web site at xxx 334 

 335 

Analysis of test samples  336 

The estimated origins of test samples were to a large extent according to expectations for 337 

both ONCOR and cBAYES (Table 2). Both methods correctly estimated all but one 338 

(127/128) individual salmon (test sample 6) to originate from the Teno main stem lower 339 

population. On the other hand, test sample 3 from TMS OUT fishery appeared to include 340 

high proportion of transient individuals originating from the Inarijoki region. The most 341 

significant difference in assignment patterns between the methods was observed for test 342 

sample 4, which was presumed to include individuals originating from populations 343 

within the Inarijoki region, including the Karigasjoki tributary. While cBAYES assigned 344 

97% of the test individuals to expected local populations, the same was true only for 88% 345 

of the samples by using ONCOR.  346 

Analyses of mixture samples containing varying proportions of individuals from test 347 

samples 4 (Inarijoki region), 5 (Kárášjohka-Iešjohka region) and from a pool of test 348 

samples 1, 2, and 6 (Teno main stem) indicated that cBAYES performed better than 349 
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ONCOR in estimating the region of origin (Table 3). cBAYES identified more than 90% of 350 

the individuals from the headwater tributaries in all mixture assemblies, while the 351 

identification success with ONCOR varied from 78% to 92%. ONCOR systematically 352 

assigned lower than expected proportions of individuals to the Inarijoki region and higher 353 

than expected to Teno main stem. The effect of this bias is best illustrated when no Teno 354 

main stem samples were expected present in a mixture assembly; main stem contribution 355 

was then estimated at 7% with ONCOR and 1% with cBAYES. 356 

A comparison of individual stock estimates indicated that results for both ONCOR and 357 

cBAYES were affected by mixture sample composition. Joint analyses of resampled 358 

mixture samples and different combinations of real test samples obtained the same stock 359 

estimate for 97.7% (±0.5%) of individuals with ONCOR and for 96% (±1.7%) of individuals 360 

with cBAYES. For the test samples the pattern was the opposite and more significant. For 361 

example, when test samples from the headwater regions were analyzed separately and in 362 

combination with varying proportions of the Teno main stem samples, ONCOR provided 363 

the same stock estimate only for 91% of individuals while 96% of the estimates were 364 

unaffected with cBAYES. 365 

 366 

GSI of mixed-stock fishery samples  367 

The present study was based on an improved, complemented baseline that allows for fine-368 

scale assignment of individual salmon to 28 genetic stocks, whilst the original baseline, 369 

used in a study assessing run-timing of one-sea-winter Atlantic salmon (Vähä et al. 2011), 370 
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contained only 14 baseline stocks. A reanalysis of the previous study showed that regional 371 

genetic stock estimates remained unchanged for 83% of the individuals. The largest 372 

changes were observed for the Teno main stem (20%) and Inarijoki regions (31%) which 373 

were expected given the now more thorough sampling and better understanding of the 374 

genetic structure in these areas. The largest relative change in the estimated contribution 375 

to the mixed-stock fishery was observed for the upper main stem tributaries (from 3.9% to 376 

8.1%). The observed tendency of ONCOR to assign lower than expected proportion of 377 

individuals to Inarijoki region and higher than expected to Teno main stem was evident 378 

also in the apportionment of the mixed-stock fishery samples (Figure 5). 379 

 380 

Discussion 381 

In this study, we established a comprehensive genetic baseline reflecting the Atlantic 382 

salmon population structure of the River Teno, with an assessment of factors affecting the 383 

performance of genetic stock identification (GSI) within a population complex displaying 384 

large genetic variation. In general, the large genetic variation among populations within 385 

the river system coupled with the powerful marker system allowed individual salmon 386 

from mixed-stock samples to be accurately identified to the population of origin. 387 

Furthermore, the strong coherence of geographical and genetic relationships of 388 

populations allowed defining rational units for monitoring and management of mixed-389 
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stock fisheries. Below we discuss the main points relevant to the accuracy of the genetic 390 

stock estimates and the applicability of GSI in fisheries management.  391 

 392 

Genetic structure 393 

Populations within the Teno river system display large variation in their degree of 394 

differentiation and diversity, and the improved baseline revealed a significantly improved 395 

geographical pattern from the earlier structure (Vähä et al. 2007). This was facilitated by 396 

including several previously unsampled tributary populations, but also by replacing adult 397 

salmon samples from the Teno main stem and the Inarijoki by juvenile samples in the 398 

baseline data. In addition, the more dense sampling coverage allowed clarification of the 399 

genetic structure among different areas of the main stem and discrimination between the 400 

Teno main stem and the Inarijoki. 401 

A robust genetic clustering of populations was highly coherent with geographical 402 

locations as illustrated by the neighbor-joining analyses. Broadly, local populations 403 

constituted five distinct groups of populations, wherein more local and strong clusters 404 

were evident. This illustrates a strong hierarchical sub-structuring of Teno salmon and 405 

necessitates adjusting management strategies accordingly. Altogether, after excluding 406 

three small tributaries that likely do not have self-sustaining populations (Vuomajoki, 407 

Iškorasjohka and Luovttejohka) and treating the middle part of the main stem (between 408 

the large rapid sections Alaköngäs (TMS AK) and Yläköngäs (TMS YK)) as one, we 409 
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identified 28 genetically distinct demes within the Teno river system that is clearly more 410 

than the 16 demes identified using the earlier baseline (Vähä et al. 2007).  411 

The level of genetic structuring observed within the Teno river system (mean pairwise FST 412 

0.058) exceeds those generally reported for Atlantic salmon elsewhere, e.g. 0.02 in the 413 

River Moy (Ireland; Dillane et al. 2008) and 0.014 in the River Varzuga (Russian Kola 414 

Peninsula; Primmer et al. 2006). The genetic structure of Teno salmon is also high 415 

compared to salmon populations within larger geographical areas, e.g. an FST value of 0.02 416 

in for salmon populations in Ireland (Ensing et al. 2013), 0.03 in Scotland (Gilbey et al. 417 

2012) and 0.04 across southern Europe (Griffiths et al. 2010). The only geographic region 418 

with higher reported genetic divergence is the Baltic Sea area with FST at 0.12 (Koljonen 419 

2006). As noted by Dionne et al. (2009), the overall level of genetic structuring and the 420 

distribution of genetic variation between local populations observed within the Teno river 421 

system is special in contrast to many other large river systems (cf. Primmer et al. 2006). 422 

The underlying reasons for this are unknown, but are likely linked with post-glacial 423 

colonization history of the Teno salmon (cf. Verspoor et al. 2007) and catchment-specific 424 

characteristics (Vähä et al. 2007; Ozerov et al. 2012). The observed high level of genetic 425 

differentiation among populations provides an excellent basis for deploying GSI as a tool 426 

enabling stock-specific management of the Teno mixed-stock fishery.  427 

 428 
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Components of genetic stock identification success 429 

Conforming to the expectations, the overall accuracy of GSI, estimated on simulated single 430 

sample mixtures, was high (91% ± 12%) and 18 of the 32 baseline stocks demonstrated 431 

>95% accuracy. Illustrating the importance of genetic distinctiveness to successful stock 432 

estimation, 16 of the 17 populations with lowest pairwise genetic distance above 0.015 had 433 

assignment success higher than 95%. Unfortunately, the general scarcity of within-river 434 

studies and the lack of a GSI study of similar resolution do not allow for proper 435 

comparison, but the levels of accuracy in wider geographical surveys of Atlantic salmon 436 

stocks are commonly 20% or lower (e.g. Griffiths et al. 2010; Gilbey et al. 2012). In general, 437 

90% accuracy levels are obtained only after defining larger regional groups (Ensing et al. 438 

2013; Gauthier-Ouellet et al. 2009). Pacific salmon generally display higher genetic 439 

differentiation than Atlantic salmon (FST 0.06-0.10, Beacham et al. 2011 and references 440 

therein). Accordingly, similar or even higher levels of GSI accuracy have been reported for 441 

Pacific salmon populations both within river systems (e.g. Beacham et al. 2004) and over 442 

wider geographical areas (e.g. Beacham et al. 2006). These accuracy levels are similar to 443 

those reported in the present study.  444 

In our study, GSI accuracy of a population depended on both the level of genetic 445 

differentiation and the baseline sample size (Figure 4). Genetically less distinct 446 

populations required larger baseline sample sizes than more diverged populations; a 447 

result in accordance with the findings by Beacham et al. (2011). Our mixed model for 448 

assignment success implied an optimal baseline sample size of  >100 individuals for highly 449 
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diverged populations (population specific FST >0.07), and >200 for less diverged 450 

populations. Mean sample size per population in the current Teno baseline was 103 (range 451 

23-318; highest in combined Teno main stem population; Table S1) and the model 452 

estimates imply that stock estimation accuracy could markedly benefit from increasing 453 

sample size. Increasing the baseline sample size to ~200 individuals would nearly double 454 

the identification rate in some populations. A population such as the Akujoki (n=53, FST = 455 

0.021, identification rate ~50%) may present accuracy as low as 60% of the theoretical 456 

maximum determined by the employed set of markers (see Beacham et al. 2011). On the 457 

other hand, the Teno main stem lower population with high baseline sample size (n=318) 458 

showed higher assignment success than expected by the level of genetic differentiation 459 

alone (FST = 0.01, identification rate ~80%).  460 

Stock estimation accuracy is critically dependent on the information content of the 461 

employed genetic markers (Banks and Jakobson 2004). While some of the markers we 462 

employed showed tendency for large allele dropout with low quality DNA extracts or 463 

presence of null-alleles, inclusion of loci deviating from the Hardy-Weinberg proportions 464 

in the baseline data have been proven not to hamper GSI (Carlsson 2008; Griffiths et al. 465 

2010). GSI accuracy generally increases with number of loci and number of alleles per 466 

locus (Kalinowski 2004; Beacham et al. 2006). In this respect, our baseline data, which 467 

included genotypes from 33 microsatellite markers displaying more than 500 alleles in 468 

total, is large. The number of markers applied in the present study is roughly a double 469 

compared to common GSI studies, albeit depending on application and aimed resolution, 470 
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even very low number of markers may be sufficient (e.g. seven employed by Ensing et al. 471 

2013).   472 

Due to many practical reasons (e.g. variability, accessibility, and availability of statistical 473 

methods) microsatellites have been the marker of choice for GSI studies for a long time. 474 

Recent developments in SNP (Single-nucleotide polymorphism) techniques are however 475 

making SNP markers more attractive also for studies where genetic information from 476 

large numbers of samples is required. Recent studies have shown SNP markers to 477 

significantly improve stock identification success in GSI studies, especially when the 478 

discrimination power with microsatellites is initially low (Ozerov et al. 2013; Moore et al. 479 

2014). However, despite the promising results, the costs for analyzing adequate number of 480 

SNP markers is still high for GSI studies when thousands or tens of thousands of samples 481 

are to be analyzed (see Moore et al. 2014). Microsatellite markers remain a cost effective 482 

choice especially in systems where genetic structure and the suite of applied loci provide 483 

adequate and sufficient resolution for the requirements. 484 

 485 

Resolution power of GSI within Teno river system 486 

In the absence of samples with known origin that are not included in the baseline data, the 487 

accuracy of GSI is commonly estimated through simulations on equal proportion 488 

mixtures. This approach provided lower level of stock identification accuracy (82% ± 19%) 489 

than simulated single-sample mixtures (91% ± 12%). In accordance with the large variation 490 

in genetic differentiation and sample sizes of the baseline populations, there was a large 491 
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variation among populations in the accuracy estimates, ranging from 36% for Teno main 492 

stem (TMS YK) individuals to 100% for seven different tributaries. Overall, the lowest GSI 493 

accuracies were observed for the Teno main stem and Inarijoki populations as well as for 494 

the Nilijoki and Akujoki tributaries located in the upper main stem area. It is, however, 495 

important to note that in all cases misidentified individuals were assigned to neighboring 496 

populations within a region.  497 
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In the Teno main stem, high proportions of misassignments were observed between Teno 498 

main stem lower and TMS YK, and TMS OUT and TMS YK. However, treating the main 499 

stem as a single reporting unit resulted in high identification accuracy (94.4%). Similarly, 500 

there were substantial proportions of misassignments among some of the tributaries 501 

within the Inarijoki headwater system, but the identification rate of Inarijoki salmon at the 502 

group level was 92% with only 2.7% of individuals being misassigned from other regions. 503 

A third region, where a group level identification might more appropriate was the upper 504 

tributary group where the identification rate was 90%. Evidently, due to high proportions 505 

of misassignments among some of the tributaries (Table 1), interpretation of stock- or 506 

tributary-specific estimates within these regions deserves caution. As discussed above, 507 

increasing the baseline sample size to ~200 for individual tributaries will likely allow 508 

better population-specific identification within the upper tributaries and the Inarijoki 509 

system. Nevertheless, with the current baseline samples and the applied marker system, 510 

Teno salmon can be assigned to at least 17 geographically and genetically distinct groups 511 

with more than 90% identification rate. 512 

 513 

Comparison of the methods 514 

The selected statistical method may affect the accuracy of stock estimates and define the 515 

power of resolution. In accordance with Araujo et al. (2014), but in contrast to Griffiths et 516 

al. (2010), we found only small inconclusive differences between statistical methods in our 517 

simulation and resampling analyses. However, even though stock estimates were 518 

expected to be affected by the population composition of the mixture sample (since both 519 
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ONCOR and cBAYES utilize this information), the most salient difference between the two 520 

methods was detected in their sensitivity to population composition of the mixture 521 

sample. At the stock level, cBAYES appeared to be slightly more sensitive than ONCOR 522 

when all stocks were present in the mixture sample. However, the changes appeared 523 

largely among populations within region and ONCOR appeared significantly more 524 

sensitive at the region level. ONCOR significantly overestimated the contribution of Teno 525 

main stem stocks as illustrated with mixtures including only headwater samples in which 526 

case the Teno main stem contribution was estimated to 8% by ONCOR. This outcome, in 527 

addition to slightly higher overall accuracies, indicates a preference for using cBAYES over 528 

ONCOR when analyzing mixed-stock fishery samples; an observation in agreement with 529 

Griffiths et al. (2010) but in contrast with Araujo et al. (2014). Notwithstanding, the 530 

sensitivity of stock estimates to the population composition of mixture sample warrants 531 

dividing large mixture samples in subsets composed, as far as possible, of single stocks. 532 

For example, large mixture samples can be divided in subsets based on location, time or 533 

life-history characteristics of individuals (cf. Vähä et al. 2011). 534 

 535 

Management implications and future prospects   536 

The present study demonstrates that a comprehensive marker panel in combination with a 537 

baseline representation of populations enables reliable genetic identification of individual 538 

populations from mixed-stock samples. The resulting resolving power is a necessity for a 539 

sustainable stock-specific management of mixed-stock harvesting (e.g. Begg et al. 1999), 540 
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reducing the risk of overexploitation of components of the population complex and 541 

biodiversity loss (Crozier et al. 2004).  542 

Use of the salmon resource in the Teno river system is important for the local 543 

communities, their economy and the indigenous Sámi culture. However, stock status 544 

assessments based on biological reference points (spawning targets; Falkegård et al. 2014), 545 

following the estimation procedure described by Forseth et al. (2013), reveal poor target 546 

attainment for several populations within the Teno (Anon. 2015). The resulting tradeoff, 547 

between conservation factors pointing towards a need for reduced harvesting and socio-548 

economic factors pointing towards continued harvesting, can only be resolved through 549 

stock-specific knowledge. 550 

The GSI procedure presented in this study is the primary solution to this. The GSI allows 551 

estimates of stock proportions in the Teno mixed-stock fishery, which can then be used to 552 

estimate stock-specific exploitation rates which are necessary to regulate fishing activity to 553 

sustainable levels (Thorley et al. 2007). Furthermore, the GSI reveals stock-specific 554 

information on run timing (Vähä et al. 2011), necessary for implementing temporal stock-555 

specific fisheries restrictions. Combined with population-specific biological reference 556 

points (Falkegård et al. 2014), the GSI of the Teno mixed-stock fishery catches is an 557 

imperative requirement for future adaptive management of this diverse salmon 558 

population complex. This approach follows the guidelines of the North Atlantic Salmon 559 

Conservation Organization (NASCO) where both abundance and diversity criteria must 560 

be considered in a precautionary approach to salmon management (NASCO 2009). In 561 
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addition, estimation of population-specific spawning target attainment and cumulative 562 

fishing mortality will also enable the estimation of yearly abundance of salmon at sea prior 563 

to any fisheries (pre-fishery abundance; e.g. Potter et al. 2004). Protecting individual 564 

populations from overharvesting is required to maintain the diversity that stabilizes 565 

variance in salmon returns (cf. Schindler et al. 2010). Without conserving the roles of 566 

individual populations, the resilience that population diversity provides to fisheries will 567 

deteriorate well before the Teno salmon is extirpated. 568 
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Table 1 Genetic differentiation of baseline samples and results from single and multi-sample simulations in ONCOR. Column abbreviations: FST, population 782 

specific estimate of genetic differentiation (Foll and Gaggiotti 2006); FST within, percentage of variation among populations within group; 100% simulation, 783 

discriminatory power of the baseline for stock identification as predicted from single stock simulations in ONCOR (Kalinowski et al. 2007); Equal prop. id. 784 

rate, proportion of correctly identified individuals in equal-proportion multi-sample simulations in ONCOR; Largest misassignment to, baseline stock with 785 

largest proportion of incorrectly identified individuals; stock contribution, estimated contribution of stock to equal-proportion multi-sample simulation 786 

mixtures; id.rate / stock contributions, proportion of correctly identified individuals and estimated stock contributions to a regional group.      787 

baseline sample 
 

FST 
FST 

within 
100% 

simulation 

equal prop. 
id. rate  

largest 
misassignment to  

stock 
contributions 

id. rate / stock 
contributions 

                                
 Iešjohka headwaters                               
  Iešjohka Upper   0.035   

3 % 

  92 %   79 %   Iešjohka Lower   12 %   82 %   
90% / 97% 

  Iešjohka Lower   0.020     98 %   87 %   Kárášjohka   3 %   112 %   
 Kárášjohka headwaters                             
  Kárášjohka   0.027     100 %   95 %   Iešjohka Lower   2 %   114 %   

97% /105% 
  Bavttájohka   0.067     99 %   96 %   Kárášjohka   2 %   96 %   
  Geáimmejohka   0.101     100 %   100 %           100 %     
 Inarijoki headwaters                               
  Kietsimäjoki   0.072   

3.6 % 

  99 %   96 %   Inarijoki MS   3 %   98 %   

92% / 95% 

  Anárjohka   0.078     100 %   98 %   Inarijoki MS   1 %   99 %   
  Inarijoki MS

1
   0.022     92 %   79 %   Inarijoki MS   6 %   144 %   

  Cášcemjohka   0.106     97 %   92 %   Inarijoki MS   7 %   92 %   
  Vuomajoki   0.032     67 %   47 %   Inarijoki MS   23 %   53 %   
  Goššjohka   0.034     83 %   64 %   Iškorasjohka   12 %   80 %   
  Iškorasjohka   0.029     79 %   61 %   Inarijoki MS   17 %   95 %   
 Upper tributaries                               
  Váljohka   0.075   

4.23 % 

  100 %   99 %   Kárášjohka   0.3 %   100 %   

93% / 96% 

  Karigasjoki   0.032     96 %   85 %   Akujoki   4 %   104 %   
  Akujoki   0.021     73 %   49 %   Nilijoki   19 %   83 %   
  Báišjohka   0.058     87 %   72 %   Nilijoki   19 %   83 %   
  Nilijoki   0.033     78 %   63 %   Akujoki   19 %   114 %   
  Levajohka   0.038     93 %   83 %   Nilijoki   5 %   93 %   
  Kuoppilasjoki   0.067     99 %   97 %   Nilijoki   2 %   102 %   
 lower tributaries                               
  Tsarsjoki   0.221   

10 % 

  100 %   100 %           100 %   

100% / 100% 

  Kevojoki   0.083     100 %   100 %           100 %   
  Utsjoki   0.094     100 %   100 %           100 %   
  Vetsijoki   0.038     100 %   98 %   TMS lower   1 %   101 %   
  Lakšjohka   0.169     100 %   100 %           100 %   
  Ylä-Pulmankijoki   0.136     100 %   100 %           100 %   
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  Galddasjoki   0.187     100 %   100 %           100 %   
  Máskejohka   0.042     100 %   98 %   TMS lower   0.3 %   100 %   
 Teno main stem                               
  TMS OUT   0.012   

0.64 % 

  75 %   56 %   TMS YK   20 %   93 %   

96% / 112% 
  TMS YK   0.008     54 %   36 %   TMS lower   48 %   108 %   
  TMS Lower

2
   0.010     93 %   79 %   TMS YK   15 %   214 %   

  TMS TB   0.024     84 %   63 %   TMS lower   23 %   79 %   
  Luovttejohka   0.024     77 %   58 %   TMS lower   23 %   65 %   
                                
1Inarijoki main stem 788 

2Baseline samples from Teno main stem AK, PI, SI, GJ and KO were pooled and referred to as the Teno main stem lower, see text. 789 

 790 

 791 
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Table 2 Estimated origins for the adult (TS 1-5) and juvenile (TS 6) salmon test individuals collected in different parts of the Teno river system (see Figure 1 792 

for locations). Numbers within a grey shaded area are according to a priori expectations. 793 

  
 

Test sample 1   Test sample 2   Test sample 3   Test sample 4   Test sample 5   Test sample 6 

  ONCOR   cBayes   ONCOR   cBayes   ONCOR   cBayes   ONCOR   cBayes   ONCOR   cBayes   ONCOR   cBayes 

01_Iešjohka Upper                                 2   3         
02_Iešjohka Lower 2   2           3   2   5   4   78   76         

03_Kárášjohka 1   1   1   1   3   2           76   80         

04_Bavttájohka                                 4   4         

05_Geáimmejohka                 1   1           13   13         

06_Kietsimäjoki                 3   3   7   19                 

07_Anarjohka                         5   5                 

08_Inari MS 7   10   3   7   20   18   67   54                 

09_Cášcemjohka                         3                     

10_Vuomajoki         1       4   7   1   4                 

11_Goššjohka 3   1   2   2   15   26   73   125                 

12_Iskurasjoki 2   2   1       8   4   45   15                 

13_Karigasjoki                 2       12   12                 

14_Váljohka                 1   1                         

15_Akujoki                 3   5                         

16_Báišjohka                                               

17_Nilijoki                                               

18_Levajohka         1                                     

19_Kuoppilasjoki                                               

20_Tsarsjoki                                         1   1 

21_Kevojoki 1   1                                         

22_Utsjoki 1                                             

23_Vetsijoki                         3   1                 

24_Lakšjohka 1   1                                         

25_Ylä-Pulmankijoki                                               

26_Galddasjoki                                               

27_Máskejohka                                 2   1         

28_TMS Outakoski 4   4   1   1   10   5   11                     

29_TMS YK 6   4   4   6   26   25   7       6   4         

30_TMS lower 69   71   54   52           1   2           127   127 

31_TMS TB 1   1   5   4                                 

32_Luovttejohka                         1                     

 794 
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Table 3   Effect of mixture sample stock composition to estimated stock proportions in ONCOR and cBAYES. ‘Assembly of mixture sample’ denotes the stock 795 

composition of the mixture sample. ‘Identified’ denotes the proportion of correctly identified samples from each region. ‘Assigned’ denotes the proportion 796 

of correctly identified individuals of all assigned to a region. Regions: INA=Inarijoki, KAR-IES= Kárášjohka- Iešjohka, TMS=Teno main stem. 797 

 798 

                
                

assembly of 
mixture sample  

 

INA / KAR-IES / TMS 
57% / 43% / 0%  

INA / KAR-IES / TMS 

40% / 40% / 20% 

 INA / KAR-IES / TMS 

33% / 33% / 33% 

 INA / KAR-IES / TMS 

20% / 20% / 60% 

               
 ONCOR  cBAYES  ONCOR  cBAYES  ONCOR  cBAYES  ONCOR  cBAYES 

INARI                
identified 84 %  95 %  81 %  94 %  81 %  94 %  78 %  90 % 
assigned 98 %  99 %  93 %  93 %  88 %  88 %  77 %  77 % 
est.contr 49 %  55 %  35 %  41 %  30 %  36 %  20 %  24 % 

                         
KAR-IES                        

identified 92 %  97 %  91 %  94 %  89 %  92 %  88 %  91 % 
assigned 92 %  95 %  92 %  95 %  91 %  95 %  90 %  94 % 
est.contr 43 %  44 %  40 %  40 %  33 %  32 %  20 %  20 % 

                         
TMS                        

identified n.a.  n.a.  81 %  79 %  84 %  84 %  89 %  89 % 
assigned n.a.  n.a.  68 %  86 %  79 %  90 %  91 %  94 % 
est.contr 7 %  1 %  24 %  19 %  35 %  31 %  58 %  56 % 
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 799 

 800 

Figure 1 Map of the Teno River system and its location in northernmost Europe. Locations of the sampled 801 

baseline populations are indicated with circles (small circles – tributary samples, large circles – main stem 802 

samples). Rectangles indicate sites where test samples (TS1-6) were collected.  803 

 804 

 805 
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 806 

 807 

Figure 2 Unrooted Neighbor-joining phylogram based on Cavalli-Sforza and Edwards’ genetic distances 808 

among samples collected from 36 sites within the Teno River system. Bootstrap values shown are in 809 

percentage of 10 000 replicates.  810 

  811 
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 812 

Figure 3 Stock specific identification and assignment rate estimates from simulated equal proportion 813 

mixtures with ONCOR (grey line) and from resampled baseline mixtures with ONCOR (solid black line) and 814 

cBAYES (dashed black line). Horizontal lines show mean rates over all stock estimates. HW=large headwater 815 

tributaries. 816 

  817 
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 818 

 819 

Figure 4 Contour plot views of GLMM model predictions for identification success using a) ONCOR or b) 820 

cBAYES versus genetic differentiation and baseline sample size.   821 

 822 

  823 
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 824 

Figure 5 Estimated mixture proportions of mixed-stock fishery samples used by Vähä et al. (2011) as 825 
inferred with cBAYES and ONCOR applying the new, improved baseline in comparison with the original 826 
2011 baseline. Numbers in boxes refer to number of baseline populations within a region. Size of the box 827 
refers to the estimated contribution of a regional group to the total sample. HW=large headwater tributary. 828 
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Supplementary Data  

Table S1 Sample details and genetic variation indices as estimated using 33 microsatellite loci. Column abbreviations: n, sample size; sample arrangement, 

reference to type of update from previously published data (see methods); HE, expected heterozygosity; HO, observed heterozygosity, AR , allelic richness in 

30 genes; PAR , private allelic richness in 30 genes; FST within, percentage of variation among populations within 5 groups (see Figure 2); FST , GESTE (Foll and 

Gaggiotti 2006) estimates of genetic differentiation for each population; mean pw FST, genetic differentiation measured by average of the pairwise FST 

values; 100% simulations identification rate, discriminatory power of the baseline for stock identification as predicted from single stock simulations in 

ONCOR (Kalinowski et al. 2007).   

Location (see Figure 1)  n  
sample 

arrangement 
 

# 

temporal 

samples 

 He  Hobs  
AR 

(30 

gene

 pAR  
FST  within 

groups 
  FST  

ave pw 

fst 
  

100% simulations 

Identification rate 

01_Iešjohka Upper  49  new  1  0.70  0.68  6.8  2.28    0.035  0.050   92 % 

02_Iešjohka Lower  152  substituted  3  0.69  0.69  7.1  1.58    0.020  0.043   98 % 

03_Kárášjohka  270  substituted  4  0.69  0.69  6.9  2.41  3 %  0.027  0.046   100 % 

04_Bavttájohka  59  new  1  0.66  0.67  6.0  2.79    0.067  0.059   99 % 

05_Geáimmejohka  52  new  1  0.65  0.65  5.4  0.57    0.101  0.082   100 % 

06_Kietsimäjoki  61  new  1  0.66  0.64  5.8  0.24    0.072  0.066   99 % 

07_Anarjohka  60  new  1  0.65  0.60  5.8  2.90    0.078  0.074   100 % 

08_Inari MS  71  substituted  1  0.69  0.71  6.9  0.53    0.022  0.041   92 % 

09_Cášcemjohka  23  new  1  0.65  0.69  5.5  1.81  3.6 %  0.106  0.084   97 % 

10_Vuomajoki  31  new  2  0.68  0.69  6.6  0.88    0.032  0.050   67 % 

11_Goššjohka  45  new  1  0.68  0.69  6.5  0.17    0.034  0.052   83 % 

12_Iškorasjohka  52  new  1  0.68  0.68  6.6  0.40    0.029  0.046   79 % 

13_Váljohka  79  supplemented  3  0.67  0.65  5.9  1.23    0.075  0.070   100 % 

14_Karigasjoki  75  new  2  0.69  0.69  6.6  1.05    0.032  0.048   96 % 

15_Akujoki  53  new  1  0.68  0.66  6.7  1.50    0.021  0.041   73 % 

16_Báišjohka  51  new  1  0.66  0.65  6.0  0.86  4.2 %  0.058  0.061   87 % 

17_Nilijoki  55  new  1  0.68  0.68  6.5  0.37    0.033  0.049   78 % 

18_Levajohka  51  new  1  0.68  0.66  6.5  2.36    0.038  0.058   93 % 

19_Kuoppilasjoki  112  supplemented  3  0.66  0.66  5.8  1.25    0.067  0.072   99 % 

20_Tsarsjoki  196  supplemented  3  0.61  0.60  4.5  0.51    0.221  0.139   100 % 

21_Kevojoki  165  supplemented  3  0.68  0.66  6.0  1.05    0.083  0.070   100 % 

22_Utsjoki  129  supplemented  4  0.67  0.66  5.8  0.70    0.094  0.078   100 % 

23_Vetsijoki  212  supplemented  5  0.69  0.69  6.7  3.18  10.0 %  0.038  0.049   100 % 

24_Lakšjohka  71  supplemented  2  0.58  0.56  4.7  1.21    0.169  0.122   100 % 

25_Ylä-Pulmankijoki  279  supplemented  6  0.65  0.63  5.5  3.48    0.136  0.097   100 % 

26_Galddasjoki  85  supplemented  2  0.61  0.60  4.7  1.15    0.187  0.126   100 % 
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27_Máskejohka  121  supplemented  5  0.70  0.67  6.7  3.43    0.042  0.053   100 % 

28_TMS Outakoski  91  substituted  1  0.70  0.70  7.2  1.44    0.012  0.041   75 % 

29_TMS YK  128  substituted  1  0.70  0.70  7.3  0.70    0.008  0.039   54 % 

30_TMS lower KO  73  substituted  2  0.71  0.70  7.3  1.17          

31_TMS lower GJ  58  substituted  1  0.71  0.71  7.3  1.93          

32_TMS lower SI  56  substituted  1  0.72  0.72  7.3  1.01  0.64 %  0.010  0.038   93 % 

33_TMS lower PI  71  substituted  2  0.71  0.71  7.3  1.32          

34_TMS lower AK  60  substituted  1  0.71  0.71  7.2  1.12          

35_TMS TB  74  substituted  1  0.71  0.72  7.0  1.91    0.024  0.048   84 % 

36_Luovttejohka  53  new  1  0.71  0.73  6.9  1.98    0.024  0.044   77 % 
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Table S2 The results of the GLMM models showing the variables influencing genetic stock identification success of a) ONCOR and b) cBAYES.  

a) 

Fixed effects Estimate ±SE Lower CL Upper CL DF t value p 

Intercept -0.548 0.148 -0.851 -0.246 28 -3.71 0.001 

genetic differentiation 17.151 3.758 9.454 24.847 28 4.56 <0.001 

baseline sample size 0.006 0.001 0.004 0.008 28 6.64 <0.001 

gen. diff. x sample size 0.113 0.034 0.042 0.183 28 3.28 0.0028 

 

b) 

Fixed effects Estimate ±SE Lower CL Upper CL DF t value p 

Intercept -0.555 0.154 -0.870 -0.240 28 -3.61 0.001 

genetic differentiation 17.758 4.279 8.994 26.523 28 4.15 <0.001 

baseline sample size 0.005 0.001 0.003 0.007 28 4.67 <0.001 

gen. diff. x sample size 0.203 0.041 0.118 0.287 28 4.93 <0.001 
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Figure  S1. Population structure within Teno main stem and Inarijoki headwaters as inferred by STRUCTURE analysis. Each individual is represented by a 

vertical bar, which is partitioned into  K-colored  segment representing individual’s estimated membership fractions in K clusters. Black lines separate 

individuals from different sampling sites. Given the number of K, the model of STRUCTURE pursues clustering solutions that are, as far as possible, in Hardy–

Weinberg and linkage equilibrium.  Used value for the K paratemer is shown next to clustering solution. 
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